A simple distillation method to extract bromine from natural water and salt samples for isotope analysis by multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
In natural samples bromine is present in trace amounts, and measurement of stable Br isotopes necessitates its separation from the matrix. Most methods described previously need large samples or samples with high Br/Cl ratios. The use of metals as reagents, proposed in previous Br distillation methods, must be avoided for multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) analyses, because of risk of cross-contamination, since the instrument is also used to measure stable isotopes of metals. Dedicated to water and evaporite samples with low Br/Cl ratios, the proposed method is a simple distillation that separates bromide from chloride for isotopic analyses by MC-ICP-MS. It is based on the difference in oxidation potential between chloride and bromide in the presence of nitric acid. The sample is mixed with dilute (1:5) nitric acid in a distillation flask and heated over a candle flame for 10 min. The distillate (bromine) is trapped in an ammonia solution and reduced to bromide. Chloride is only distilled to a very small extent. The obtained solution can be measured directly by MC-ICP-MS for stable Br isotopes. The method was tested for a variety of volumes, ammonia concentrations, pH values and distillation times and compared with the classic ion-exchange chromatography method. The method more efficiently separates Br from Cl, so that samples with lower Br/Cl ratios can be analysed, with Br isotope data in agreement with those obtained by previous methods. Unlike other Br extraction methods based on oxidation, the distillation method presented here does not use any metallic ion for redox reactions that could contaminate the mass spectrometer. It is efficient in separating Br from samples with low Br/Cl ratios. The method ensures reproducible recovery yields and a long-term reproducibility of ±0.11‰ (1 standard deviation). The distillation method was successfully applied to samples with low Br/Cl ratios and low Br amounts (down to 20 μg).